INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

While the Watson--Crick base pairing serves as an important intrinsic feature of nucleic acids underlying faithful template-dependent genetic information transfer (encoded in nucleobase) from one nucleic acid polymer to another, the copying of correct nucleic acids backbone is more permissive, which results in backbone heterogeneity of nucleic acids (heterogeneity of sugar and/or phosphodiester linkage).

Backbone heterogeneity of nucleic acids is likely a persistent issue during the evolution of life from prebiotic RNA synthesis, to primitive RNA world, and to modern DNA-RNA--Protein world. Indeed, non-enzymatic replication of RNA synthesis generates a mixture of 2′-5′ and 3′-5′ RNA phosphodiester linkage ([@B1]--[@B8]). Additional/external factors such as metal ions and surrounding environment of enzyme active site help to reduce the extent of backbone heterogeneity ([@B9],[@B10]). In the contemporary world, the majority of phosphodiester linkages of nucleic acids are 3′-5′ with a few exceptions: a lariat RNA intron containing both 3′-5′ and 2′-5′ linkage ([@B11]--[@B13]), and 2′-5′ oligomers of adenosine formed by 2′-5′-oligoadenylate synthase during the interferon antiviral response ([@B14],[@B15]). It has also been reported that *in vitro* ligation of an RNA--DNA junction can generate a 2′-5′ linkage in the DNA backbone ([@B16]). In sharp contrast, a significant amount of ribonucleotides is embedded in the genomic DNA template. For example, it is estimated that over 10 000 ribonucleotides might be incorporated in a single round of nuclear DNA replication in yeast ([@B17]). In RNase H2 deficient mammalian cells, it is estimated that the rNMPs can be over 1 000 000 after one cycle of DNA replication ([@B18]--[@B21]). These results reveal that backbone heterogeneity has persisted despite of billion years of evolution.

Understanding how nucleic acid enzymes cope with backbone heterogeneity is not only important for elucidating the chemical basis of molecular recognition of backbone during genetic information transfer, but also provides new insights into the impact of backbone heterogeneity during evolution. As a template-dependent contemporary enzyme, RNA polymerase II (pol II) governs the transcription of DNA into precursor mRNA in all eukaryotic cells ([@B22],[@B23]) and also has RNA-dependent polymerization activity ([@B24]). The observation of abundant ribonucleotides embedded in genomic DNA raises several essential questions: what are the impacts of backbone heterogeneity on pol II transcription? How does pol II recognize DNA template backbone and achieve high transcriptional fidelity for gene expression? Previous studies have revealed the molecular basis of how RNA pol II recognizes functional groups and structural features of nucleic acids during transcription ([@B25]--[@B29]). Particularly, our very recent work used a synthetic 2′-5′ DNA template as a model to dissect the phosphodiester linkage impact on pol II transcription ([@B30]). However, it is unclear how pol II processes the template DNA containing 'natural' backbone heterogeneity (3′-5′DNA, 3′-5′ RNA and 2′-5′ RNA), which could exist during evolution and whether pol II recognizes these three types of backbone differently.

In this work, we systematically investigated and compared the impacts of sugar backbone and phosphodiester linkage heterogeneity on pol II transcription. To this end, we generated DNA template containing all possible backbone variants (Figure [1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, 3′-5′ DNA, 3′-5′ RNA and 2′-5′ RNA) during molecular evolution. Among these backbones, we termed the DNA template containing all 3′-5′ linked deoxyribonucleotide as the 'wild-type' DNA template (or 3′-5′ dT template), whereas the DNA template containing a 3′-5′ linked ribonucleotide is termed as 'sugar backbone mutant' (or 3′-5′ rU template) to mimic the ribonucleotide incorporation in genomic DNA. To investigate the effect of the phosphodiester linkage heterogeneity, we generated the DNA template containing a site-specific phosphodiester linkage backbone mutant (2′-5′ rU template with a 2′-5′ linkage between 2′-OH of embedded ribonucleotide and 5′-end of downstream DNA template) to mimic a natural 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage at template strand. Additionally, we generated a synthetic model template (2′-5′ dT with a 2′-5′ linkage between 2′-OH of 3′-deoxyribonucleotide and 5′-end of downstream DNA template) to help us distinguish the contribution of phosphodiester linkage change from sugar change. Comparative enzymatic kinetic studies on the effects of these backbone heterogeneities on pol II transcription along with molecular modeling revealed the chemical basis of pol II recognition of template backbone, as well as new insight into genetic information storage and transfer during molecular evolution.

![The template backbone variants have distinct impacts on RNA pol II transcription. (**a**) Four potential DNA template backbone variants derived from phosphodiester linkage alteration and ribose mis-incorporation. (**b**) Scaffolds used in run-off transcription assays. X refers to different backbone variants; 7mer RNA primer (shown in blue) was used in these scaffolds and the stalled transcript is colored in light green. The template DNA strand is shown in black. NTS stands for non-template strand (shown in yellow). (**c**) RNA pol II transcription products through different template backbone variants in the presence of 25 μM NTP. Time points are 30 s, 2 min, 5 min, 20 min, 1 h and 2 h from left to right. The transcript length is marked beside the gel. FL means the full length RNA transcript.](gkv059fig1){#F1}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Materials {#SEC2-1}
---------

RNA pol II was purified from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* as previously described ([@B31],[@B32]). The DNA template and non-template oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). RNA primers were purchased from TriLink Biotechnologies and radiolabeled using \[γ-^32^P\] adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (NEB). The gel-purified 2′-5′-linked DNA oligos (2′-5′-dT and 2′-5′-rU) and 3′-5′-linked DNA oligo containing a ribose (3′-5′-rU) were purchased from Gene Link Inc. The pol II elongation complexes for transcription assays were assembled using established methods ([@B33],[@B34]).

*In vitro* transcription assays {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------

The pol II elongation complexes for transcription assays were assembled using established methods ([@B33],[@B34]). Briefly, an aliquot of 5′-^32^P-labeled RNA was annealed with a 1.5-fold amount of template DNA and two-fold amount of non-template DNA to form RNA/DNA scaffold in elongation buffer (20 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.5), 40 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~). An aliquot of annealed scaffold of RNA/DNA was then incubated with a four-fold excess amount of pol II at room temperature for 10 min to ensure the formation of a pol II elongation complex. The pol II elongation complex is ready for *in vitro* transcription upon mixing with equal volumes of nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) solution of various concentrations. The quenched products were analyzed by denaturing polyacrylamide gelelectrophoresis (PAGE) and visualized using a storage phosphor screen and Pharos FX imager (Bio-Rad).

Single turnover nucleotide incorporation assays {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------

The assay was carried out as previously described ([@B33],[@B34]). Briefly, nucleotide incorporation assays were conducted by pre-incubating 50 nM scaffold with 200 nM pol II for 10 min in elongation buffer at 22°C. The pre-incubated enzyme:scaffold complex was then mixed with an equal volume of solution containing 40 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 10 mM MgCl~2~ and two-fold concentrations of various nucleotides. Final reaction concentrations after mixing were 25 nM scaffold, 100 nM pol II, 5 mM MgCl~2~ and various nucleotide concentrations in elongation buffer. Reactions were quenched at various times by addition of one volume of 0.5 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (pH 8.0).

TFIIS cleavage assays {#SEC2-4}
---------------------

Recombinant transcription factor IIS (TFIIS) was purified as described ([@B33],[@B34]). Cleavage reactions were performed by pre-incubating pol II with various scaffolds as previously described with slight modification. The solution was then mixed with an equal volume of solution containing TFIIS and MgCl~2~ in elongation buffer. Final reaction conditions were 100 nM pol II, 25 nM scaffold, 1.5 μM TFIIS and 5 mM MgCl~2~. Reactions were quenched at various time points by addition of one volume of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0). Products were separated by denaturing PAGE as described above.

Kinetic data analysis {#SEC2-5}
---------------------

Nonlinear-regression data fitting was performed using Prism 6. The time dependence of product formation was fit to a one-phase association equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to determine the observed rate (*k*~obs~). The substrate concentration dependence was fit to a hyperbolic equation ([2](#M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to obtain values for the maximum rate of NTP incorporation (*k*~pol~) and apparent *K*~d~ (*K*~d,app~) governing NTP binding essentially as described (Supplementary Figure S3). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Molecular modeling of the pol II elongation complex {#SEC2-6}
---------------------------------------------------

The model was built based on the crystal structure of pol II complex (PDB ID: 2E2H ([@B35])) with bound NTP and closed trigger loop. The 2′-5′ DNA and RNA were introduced based on previous structural studies ([@B36],[@B37]). Missing residues were added and built following the same procedure used previously ([@B38]). The missing O3′ atom of the primer terminal RNA was added and the coordination modes of the Mg^2+^ A were fixed ([@B38]). To be consistent with the experimental scaffold named '10A', the GTP in the crystal structure was mutated to ATP by atom replacement. Other parts of the crystal structure, including the downstream DNA, DNA--RNA hybrid, Mg^2+^ B and eight Zn^2+^ ions, were retained. The parameters for protein, nucleic acids and ions were taken from Amber99sb force field ([@B39]). The partial charges of ATP and nucleotide mutant with O2′ were generated by adopting the similar procedure as used in Amber99sb: structural optimization (HF/6-31G\*\*), followed by RESP fitting to the quantum calculation at HF/6-31G\* level. The quantum calculations were performed using Gaussian03 ([@B40]). The parameters of the bonded terms for ATP and nucleotide mutants were chosen from the existing and similar parameters in Amber99sb force field ([@B39]). Each system was solvated in a triclinic box of TIP3P water molecules ([@B41]) with the minimum solute-wall box distance of 10Å. Na^+^ ions were added to neutralize the whole system. A 10 000-steps energy minimization with the steepest descent algorithm was performed for the system using Gromacs 4.5 ([@B42]). Similar procedures were applied to build and simulate the pol II complex (with a 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage connecting i + 1 and i + 2 nucleobases) based on crystal structure (PDB ID: 3HOZ).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Impacts of template backbone heterogeneity on pol II transcription efficiency {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test how site-specific backbone variants (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) affect RNA pol II elongation, we first performed a runoff transcription assay in the presence of all four NTPs. Intriguingly, we observed distinct pol II behaviors when pol II encounters and bypasses these backbone variant sites. As shown in Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, pol II can elongate efficiently along the wild-type 3′-5′ dT template (no obvious pausing between 10--12 nt positions). Interestingly, replacement of a 3′-5′ dT with a 3′-5′ rU has minor effect on pol II transcription elongation: no obvious pausing bands at 10--12 nt positions at 25 μM NTP (Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and minor slowdown of pol II transcription at lower NTP concentration (Supplementary Figure S1). Strikingly, as we changed the phosphodiester linkage to 2′-5′ rU, we observed that pol II stalled near the 2′-5′ rU site (10 nt (major stall site, after nucleotide incorporation opposite dT) and 11 nt positions (minor stall sites, after nucleotide incorporation opposite rU)). We also observed that bypass of the 2′-5′ rU site is extremely difficult as little elongation RNA transcripts (longer than 12 nt) were observed even after 2 h incubation, indicating that a single 2′-5′ rU site is a strong block for transcription elongation. It is also important to note that the pol II behavior in processing a 2′-5′ rU site is also in sharp contrast with pol II processing a 2′-5′ dT site. We observed three strong pol II pausing sites near the 2′-5′ dT site (pausing at 10--12 nt positions). However, pol II can eventually bypass the 2′-5′ dT linkage site to generate longer transcripts upon extended incubation as previously observed ([@B30]). Taken together, we revealed that pol II tolerates 3′-5′ rU substitution (sugar backbone heterogeneity), whereas a single substitution with 2′-5′ rU causes strong block for pol II elongation.

In order to quantitatively investigate the effects of backbone heterogeneity on RNA pol II transcription, we performed single turnover assays (see four scaffolds in Supplementary Figure S2) to measure the efficiency of nucleotide incorporation opposite to these backbone alteration sites, respectively. We determined the kinetic parameters *k*~pol~ (catalytic rate constant for substrate incorporation) and *K*~d,app~ (apparent substrate dissociation constant), and used *k*~pol~/*K*~d,app~ as a measurement of enzymatic efficiency. As shown in Figure [2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[c](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1, a single ribose substitution (3′-5′ rU) only causes ∼25-fold decrease in *k*~pol~ but ∼4-fold increase in substrate binding, resulting in a ∼5.5-fold decrease in incorporation efficiency (*k*~pol~/*K*~d,app~). In sharp contrast, substitution with 2′-5′ rU leads to a sharp decline with ∼3000-fold decrease in *k*~pol~ and 10-fold reduction in substrate binding affinity (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1). As a result, substitution with 2′-5′ rU leads to a 3 × 10^4^-fold reduction of incorporation efficiency. Interestingly, substitution with 2′-5′ dT has a much milder impact in comparison with 2′-5′ rU substitution. It causes ∼45-fold decrease in *k*~pol~, ∼6-fold decrease in substrate binding affinity and ∼260-fold reduction of incorporation efficiency (Figure [2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1).

![Phosphodiester linkage and sugar heterogeneity has distinct impacts on pol II transcription efficiency. Pol II catalytic rate constants (*k*~pol~) (**a**), substrate dissociation constants (**b**), relative efficiency of pol II nucleotide incorporation (**c**) were shown for pol II complex with four template backbone variants. The efficiency was normalized according to the specificity constants (*k*~pol~/*K*~d,app~) of pol II transcription through these four templates. (**d**) Comparisons of phosphodiester linkage and sugar heterogeneity effects on pol II incorporation. The values are calculated based on the specificity constants (*k*~pol~/*K*~d,app~).](gkv059fig2){#F2}

We then systematically compared the effects of these backbone variants on ATP incorporation efficiency by pol II. Intriguingly, we found the impact of sugar substitution relies on the context of phosphodiester linkage, and *vice* *versa*. As shown in Figure [2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we clearly revealed that the sugar substitution causes a much minor effect (∼5-fold reduction) on pol II transcription (3′-5′ dT versus 3′-5′ rU) with the 3′-5′ linked DNA template, whereas the same sugar substitution has a much more significant effect (∼114-fold reduction) on pol II transcription (2′-5′ dT versus 2′-5′ rU) with the 2′-5′ linked DNA template. On the other hand, the phosphodiester linkage alteration also relies on sugar identity. The 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage substitution in the context of ribose sugar has the strongest negative impact (∼5400-fold) on pol II transcription (comparison of 2′-5′ versus 3′-5′ rU), whereas the same 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage substitution in the context of deoxyribose sugar only causes ∼260-fold reduction in pol II transcription (comparison of 2′-5′ versus 3′-5′ dT).

Impacts of template backbone heterogeneity on pol II nucleotide selection {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then address the question of whether these backbone variants will affect pol II transcriptional fidelity. To this end, we compared correct (ATP) and mismatched (UTP as a representative) incorporation. We measured UMP incorporation specificity constants in the opposite of all of these four templates as shown in Figure [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Intriguingly, in sharp contrast to the significant differences in term of specificity constants for the matched AMP incorporation across the four templates, the specificity constants of mismatched UMP incorporations for these four templates are very similar (all in the range of ∼10^−5^ μM^−1^ min^−1^) (Figure [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S2), suggesting that template variation has little effect on the mismatched nucleotide addition. A probable explanation for these behaviors is that mismatched nucleotide incorporation is generally less template-dependent, so the heterogeneity in the DNA template has a much minor effect on mismatched nucleotide incorporation.

![The presence of phosphodiester linkage heterogeneity and sugar heterogeneity in the template has distinct impact on pol II transcriptional fidelity. (**a**) Impacts of backbone heterogeneity on specificity constants of correct nucleotide incorporation (ATP) and incorrect nucleotide incorporation (UTP) by pol II. (**b**) Impacts of backbone heterogeneity on pol II discrimination power for the nucleotide selection.](gkv059fig3){#F3}

Consequently, the difference in pol II discrimination power (selection of matched nucleotide over mismatched nucleotide for incorporation) among these template variants is mainly determined by correct nucleotide incorporation efficiencies. As shown in Figure [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we found that sugar substitution of a 3′-5′ dT with a 3′-5′ rU in the DNA template barely affects pol II\'s strong selection of ATP over UTP (∼1 × 10^5^ for 3′-5′ rU versus ∼4 × 10^5^ for 3′-5′ dT). In sharp contrast, phosphodiester linkage alteration in both dT and rU templates causes significant decreases in pol II fidelity. Particularly, substitution of a 3′-5′ rU with a 2′-5′ rU leads to a significant reduction of pol II discrimination power of ATP over UTP (decrease by ∼2 × 10^3^-fold). Clearly, while the sugar heterogeneity barely affects pol II nucleotide incorporation fidelity, the phosphodiester linkage alteration significantly abolishes pol II capability of nucleotide selection.

Impacts of template backbone heterogeneity on pol II translocation {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we observed strong pausing or stall when pol II encounters 2′-5′ dT or 2′-5′ rU site, whereas 3′-5′ rU only causes transient slowdown (Supplementary Figure S1). In order to further understand how these different template variants affect pol II translocation states, we further performed TFIIS-mediated cleavage assays. In these assays, we assembled pol II with four scaffolds containing an 11mer RNA primer with a 3′-end AMP opposite to the template backbone variants, respectively (shown in Figure [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These pol II elongation complexes mimic the state that ATP has been incorporated opposite to the template backbone variants.

![TFIIS-mediated pol II transcript cleavage reveals distinct cleavage patterns and rates. (**a**) The scaffolds used for TFIIS-mediated pol II transcript cleavage. The 11mer RNA primer is the initial transcript. The red arrow indicates the cleavage product (10mer) from pol II complex at a pre-translocation state. The black arrow indicates the cleavage product (9mer) from pol II complex at a backtracked state. (**b**) Gels for transcript cleavage for four different templates. The transcript length is marked beside the gel. The red arrow indicates the cleavage product from pol II complex at a pre-translocation state. (**c**) Percentage of cleavage product (10mer) from pol II complex at the pre-translocation state. (**d**) The observed overall transcript cleavage rates in these templates are measured by disappearing of 11mer.](gkv059fig4){#F4}

Intriguingly, we observed distinct cleavage patterns that are specific to each of the four scaffolds (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S3). Consistent with previous literature, for pol II complex containing a 11mer RNA and a wild-type 3′-5′ dT template, we observed two major cleavage bands (9mer and 10mer) (Figure [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The 10mer cleavage product band represents the specific cleavage product from the pol II complex at pre-translocation state (cleavage of 11mer to 10mer). In contrast, the 9mer cleavage band may reflect either two consecutive rounds of cleavage products from the pol II complex at pre-translocation states (consecutive cleavages of 11mer to 10mer and 10mer to 9mer) or, alternatively, cleavage product from the pol II complex at a backtracked state (direct removal of a dinucleotide from 11mer). To test the first possibility, we also performed TFIIS-mediated cleavage assays for pol II complex with 10mer and found that the generation of 9mer cleavage product from 10mer is significantly slower and weaker (Supplementary Figure S4). In addition, we observed that 10mer cleavage product band (cleavage from 11mer, Figure [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) does not disappear upon long incubation, suggesting that pol II complex with 10mer is in a stable post-translocation state that is resistant to further cleavage. Therefore, we attributed the 9mer cleavage band (observed from pol II complex with 11mer) is mainly the cleavage product from a backtracked state rather than two consecutive rounds of cleavage products from the pre-translocation states (Figure [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we observed the cleavage reaction reaches a plateau in which the percentages of 11mer, 10mer and 9mer are relatively constant at long incubation time points (Supplementary Figure S5). We further revealed distinct cleavage signatures by quantitation of the percentage of 10mer and 9mer cleavage products at the plateau stage, respectively (Figure [4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S6). Intriguingly, for pol II complex with 11mer RNA and the wild-type 3′-5′ dT template, the 10mer (generated from pol II complex at pre-translocation state) and 9mer cleavage products (generate from pol II at backtracked state) are ∼40 and ∼30%, respectively. Interestingly, for pol II complex with 2′-5′ dT template, the 10mer and 9mer cleavage products are ∼40 and ∼50%, respectively. All 11mers disappeared at plateau stage. In sharp contrast, for pol II complex with 3′-5′ rU template, the 10mer band is the major cleavage product (65%), whereas 9mer is the minor cleavage band (∼20%). Conversely, for pol II complex with the 2′-5′ rU template, we observed a major 9mer cleavage band (70%) and a minor 10mer cleavage band (15%), respectively. The difference revealed distinct pol II translocation behaviors in heterogeneous template backbones.

Quantitative analysis of cleavage rates (Figure [4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that phosphodiester linkage alteration (2′-5′ dT and ribose 2′-5′ rU) greatly accelerated pol II cleavage rates, with ∼15- and ∼20-fold increase, respectively. In contrast, 3′-5′ linked ribose replacement (3′-5′ rU) only modestly increased cleavage activity by ∼6-fold. These cleavage results are highly consistent with nucleotide incorporation efficiency and fidelity results that phosphodiester linkage heterogeneity leads to significant changes in pol II transcription process, whereas the sugar heterogeneity is more tolerated by pol II and has much weaker effect on pol II transcription.

Molecular modeling of pol II complexes encountering template backbone heterogeneity {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to gain more structural insight, we performed molecular modeling of pol II elongation complexes containing backbone heterogeneity at the active site. The initial models were built based on the crystal structure of pol II complex (PDB ID: 2E2H ([@B35])) with bound correct NTP. The sugar and linkage alteration were introduced based on structural alignment with the structures of 2′-5′ linked nucleic acids ([@B36],[@B37],[@B43]). The system was solvated in a triclinic box of TIP3P water molecules ([@B41]) with the minimum solute-wall box distance of 10Å. Na^+^ ions were added to neutralize the whole system. A 10 000-steps energy minimization with the steepest descent algorithm was performed. Details can be found in the experimental section.

As shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we observed distinct effects of backbone heterogeneity on pol II elongation complex structure. In comparison with the structure of pol II complex with wild-type 3′-5′ dT DNA template, the ribose replacement (3′-5′ rU) has a very minor geometry effect on DNA template (Figure [5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The incoming ATP can still form canonical Watson--Crick base pair with rU template, which is fully consistent with our kinetic result that ATP incorporation opposite to 3′-5′ rU is almost as efficient as the wild-type 3′-5′ dT template. In addition, further analysis of interaction network revealed that the 2′-OH of rU (i + 1 position) interacts with upstream sugar ring at i − 1 position as well as phosphodiester backbone connecting i − 1 and i + 1 position. These additional interactions further stabilize rU in i + 1 template position and prevent the backtrack of rU, as backtrack of rU to i + 2 position would require the disruption of these additional interactions. This result nicely explains why we observed a significantly higher population of pol II complex with 3′-5′ rU (∼65%) is in pre-translocation state in comparison with pol II complex with 3′-5′ dT (∼40%) (Figure [4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sugar heterogeneity and phosphodiester linkage heterogeneity have different impacts on the pol II active site. (**a**) Wild-type RNA pol II elongation complex bound with ATP. RNA primer, DNA template and NTP are marked in the figure. 'BH' refers to bridge helix. (**b**) RNA pol II elongation complex model with ribose incorporated at i + 1 site (3′-5′ rU template). The enlarged area indicates potential hydrogen bonding between 2′-OH of rU and the sugar ring at i − 1 position of template. (**c**) RNA pol II elongation complex model with 2′-5′ DNA linkage at i + 1 site (2′-5′ dT template). Clearly, the nucleobase orientation at i + 1 site is disrupted due to linkage alteration. (**d**) RNA pol II elongation complex model with 2′-5′ RNA linkage at i + 1 site (2′-5′ rU template). The enlarged area not only shows the mis-aligned nucloebase but also highlights that the template backbone is shifted away from bridge helix. The light gray shows the 2′-5′ DNA backbone; the green arrow indicates the shift of the 2′-5′ RNA template backbone.](gkv059fig5){#F5}

In sharp contrast, the phosphodiester linkage alteration greatly distorts the nucleobase alignment in both the 2′-5′ DNA and 2′-5′ RNA templates. The i + 1 nucleobase is greatly tilted and shifted away from its canonical position because of the 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage (Figure [5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, this positional shift disrupts the base stacking with i − 1 template and hydrogen bonding base paring with incoming nucleotide. These structures provide structural insights into understanding how the linkage-altered template greatly reduces the nucleotide incorporation efficiency. Interestingly, further analysis revealed that for pol II complex with the 2′-5′ RNA template, the orientation of phosphodiester linkage chain is significantly changed in comparison to that for pol II with the 2′-5′ dT template (Figure [5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This phosphodiester linkage shift is likely to reduce the steric translocation barrier for the i + 1 nucleobase to crossover the bridge helix to downstream main channel during backtrack. We also simulated pol II complex with a 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkage connecting i + 1 and i + 2 nucleobases (Supplementary Figure S7). Intriguingly, from the energy minimaization, we found that the 3′-OH of sugar in the 2′-5′ rU template may interact with K332 of Rpb1 subunit of pol II, which is located in the switch II region, an important domain for pol II translocation ([@B44],[@B45]). This specific interaction provides additional stabilization of the backtracked state for the pol II complex with a 2′-5′ RNA.

Collectively, these molecular modeling results clearly indicate little effect of sugar heterogeneity but strong disruption by linkage heterogeneity in terms of template alignment and conformational change in pol II active site, which is fully consistent with our experimental observations.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Distinct impacts of sugar and phosphodiester backbone heterogeneity on pol II transcription {#SEC4-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How pol II recognizes nucleic acids is an essential question for elucidating the molecular basis of pol II transcriptional efficiency and fidelity. Structural, genetic, biochemical and computational studies have provided new understanding on the molecular basis of the pol II transcriptional process ([@B25],[@B27],[@B31],[@B46]--[@B51]). Unlike these conventional approaches, we employed synthetic nucleic acid analogues that 'chemically modify' the specific groups or motifs of nucleic acids ('chemical mutation') to dissect the individual roles of chemical interactions and the intrinsic structural features of nucleic acids in controlling pol II transcriptional fidelity ([@B29],[@B34],[@B52]--[@B54]).

In this work, we revealed dramatically distinctive impacts of two different types of backbone heterogeneity (sugar and phosphodiester linkage) on pol II transcription. The ribose replacement (3′-5′ rU) in the template is well tolerated by pol II and only causes a minor effect on transcription, whereas the phosphodiester linkage alteration (2′-5′ rU) leads to a significant decrease in both transcriptional efficiency and fidelity. Structural modeling revealed that the sugar backbone heterogeneity in the template has little effect on the geometry of template strand and polymerase active site. In sharp contrast, the correct 3′-5′ phosphodiester backbone is critical for maintaining the correct template nucleobase alignment and the establishment of effective interaction network, and in turn, ensuring highly efficient transcription.

Potential biological consequences of embedded ribonucleotides on gene transcription {#SEC4-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies revealed high abundance of ribonucleotide incorporation in genomic DNA during replication ([@B17],[@B55],[@B56]) with an average of one ribonucleotide per ∼6500 deoxyribonucleotides in yeast ([@B17]), and a 1:7600 ratio in the nuclear genome of RNase H2-defective mouse cells ([@B19]). The total number of ribonucleotides introduced into DNA genomes exceeds the total of all other canonical DNA lesions. These embedded ribonucleotides can be removed by several pathways including RNAase H2-dependent ribonucleotide excision repair (RER), Top-1/Aprataxin-dependent removal and sometimes by nucleotide excision repair (NER) ([@B56]--[@B60]). Ribonucleotide incorporation into genomic DNA has obvious negative consequences ([@B61],[@B62]), including increased replication stress and genome instability. In human, partial loss of RNase H2 also cause Aicardi-Goutières syndrome ([@B63]) and mutations of Aprataxin (important for resolving adenylated RNA--DNA junctions) are linked to Ataxia with Oculomotor Aparxia 1 (AOA1) ([@B64]). On the other hand, recent literature also reported that the embedded ribonucleotide in genomic DNA also have positive roles that serve as signals for several cellular DNA transactions ([@B21],[@B56]), including mating type switching in *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* ([@B65]), signaling the nascent strand for mismatched repair ([@B66],[@B67]) and utilization of ribonucleotide during non-homologous end joining repair ([@B68],[@B69]). It appears that genomic DNA with embedded ribonucleotide is likely a feature in our current evolutionary stage.

These embedded ribonucleotides may encounter RNA pol II during transcription if they are not repaired in a timely manner. Little is known about impact of these ribonucleotides on gene transcription. Our results indicate that while pol II can well tolerate ribonucleotides in the DNA template, a single ribonucleotide at DNA template can still cause a ∼25-fold reduction in pol II elongation rate (*k*~pol~). Given the fact of the high abundance of ribonucleotides level and likely uneven distributions ribonucleotides in genomic DNA, one would expect stronger effects at those hotspots of ribonucleotides on pol II transcription elongation dynamics. This pausing effect on pol II transcription elongation may serve as a potential signal for fine-tuning co-transcriptional RNA processes and possibly RER in a transcription-coupled manner or transcription-coupled NER ([@B70]). Intriguingly, the pattern of how pol II processes ribonucleotide is very similar to how pol II processes 5-formylcytosine and 5-caboxylcytosine ([@B33]), indicating additional modulation layer for pol II elongation rates. One interesting direction for future study is to understand how these pol II elongation rate modulators would affect transcription, RNA processing (such as splicing or folding) and repair *in vivo*.

Distinct tolerance for template backbone heterogeneity implies the potential evolutionary pathway {#SEC4-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the molecular evolution perspective, we found that the significant difference between sugar and phosphodiester linkage impacts on pol II efficiency may reflect adaptability during the molecular evolution pathway. The phosphodiester linkage backbone heterogeneity represents a major issue from the prebiotic to the RNA world. This backbone heterogeneity is largely resolved by evolution from RNA world to contemporary DNA--RNA--Protein world, as DNA is the major form of genetic storage, which is composed of a single form of phosphodiester linkage (3′-5′). The contemporary template-dependent nucleic acid polymerases (DNA and RNA polymerases) are evolved to recognize templates with 3′-5′ phosphodiester linkage and catalyze polymerization of 3′-5′ linked nucleic acids. In sharp contrast, the sugar heterogeneity is a relatively new issue during molecular evolution from the RNA to DNA--RNA--Protein world, which still exists in our contemporary world (Figure [6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![RNA pol II is much more tolerant to sugar heterogeneity than phosphodiester heterogeneity in DNA template. (**a**) Potential evolution for genetic materials. Phosphodiester heterogeneity may be a major form of backbone heterogeneity in early stages of evolution (prebiotic to RNA world), which has been then largely eliminated for genetic information storage and transfer in the DNA world. On the other hand, sugar heterogeneity represents a major form of backbone heterogeneity that still widely exists in the contemporary DNA world. (**b**) RNA pol II can smoothly bypass the sugar backbone heterogeneous site with relatively high fidelity; in sharp contrast, pol II stalls at the phosphodiester linkage alteration site and the transcriptional fidelity is significantly decreased.](gkv059fig6){#F6}

Consequently, RNA pol II, as one of the most important readers for genomic DNA in all eukaryotes, may also possess this evolutionary imprint. Indeed, as we revealed in this work, pol II has strong discrimination of 3′-5′ phosphodiester linkage over 2′-5′ linkage in the template, whereas pol II is much more tolerant to sugar heterogeneity in the template (ribose versus deoxyribose) (Figure [6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The recognition of embedded ribonucleotides by pol II may also serve as a signal for DNA transactions in a transcription-coupled manner. This result may reflect the 'imperfect' stage of DNA world with redundant embedded ribonucleotides in the genomic DNA as a unique signature ([@B56]).
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